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The most memorable journeys are those that
engage you emotionally, because then the
experience is indescribable and irreproducible.
That is when you enjoy and soak up the
images that you will once turn into memories
and remembrances dear to your heart.

V U K O V A R

–

A

S T O R Y

Y E T

U N T O L D
VUKOVAR – one word, one name, one town,
but many stories. Quite a lot is known about
Vukovar, but there still remains a significant
unfamiliar part to be told. Vukovar is patient. It
can wait. It is waiting. It is waiting for the right
time to come when some new stories will unfold.

2.

Until then, the already familar stories with a
new look will remind you of the long and rich
history of this amazing town on two rivers,
Danube and Vuka.
Vukovar not only has a story to tell, it is a story
of its own.

1. Panorama of Vukovar		
1.

2. Nikola Tesla street

A

J O U R N E Y

Time is a relative concept. What is a long
time for a human is merely a grain of sand
in the historic development of a town. The
development of the town of Vukovar has a
long, rich and above all momentuos history.

1.

T H R O U G H

T I M E

There are but a few towns in Croatia with such
an exceptional past and present and so many old
pictographies like Vukovar.

2.

The area around Vukovar is a true treasury
of cultural heritage. No wonder, especially
when taken into account that life has existed
in this area since the prehistoric period. So if
one wishes to learn more about the past of this
region, one must take a long step back into the
past, five thousand years back, which is how
far back the history of settlements in this area
reaches.
1. Grand Hotel (House of Workmen)
2. Swans on the Vuka
3. View of the Eltz Castle from the Park
4. Detail from the Grand Hotel

3.

Time has been passing, different cultures
have been interchanging: from the Baden
culture, the Kostolac culture, up to the
Vučedol culture that left the most significant
trace and that represents the threshold
between two epochs of civilisation - the
transformation from the Stone Age to the Iron
Age where the roots of the advancement of
European cultural development lie.

V
The historic development of the town had
a crucial influence on the formation of its
present function and physiognomy, building
on the traces of the Vučedol culture and the
period of Classical antiquity, which comes
from the Middle Ages. That is when the
rudiment of the present town was created,
starting with the feudal castle and later the
Turkish fortress at the location of what is now
the Franciscan church and grammar school
situated on the highest spot in the town.

V

Aside from the different cultures, different
conquerors have been interchanging and
different nations have come and gone while
the town kept renewing and prospering,
becoming stronger and more beautiful than
before, accepting always only the best from
the new arrivals.
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Subsequently the lower part of the town
developed and the construction of New
Vukovar lasted until the 19th century.

Vukovar is first mentioned in written
documents in 1220 as Vukovo, Wolcou,
Walkow, Walco, Wlkow, Volco, Volcov, Valko.
From the 14th century on, the Hungarian
suffix -var was added to its name, specifying
its urban status (Wolcovar from 1323 on).

Vukovar is the third town in Croatia that
proudly carried the title of a free royal city
that was confirmed in 1231 by the charter
of the Duke of Slavonia Coloman. For 161
years Vukovar was under Turkish (Ottoman)
rule. From 1745 it was the seat of the Syrmia
county, situated in Croatia's farthest eastern
part and presently called Vukovar-Syrmia
county.

R

4.

Do you maybe know the symbol of the town of
Vukovar?
The answer is, of course, the Vučedol dove.
With its manifold messages, purposes and
meanings, it transcends the boundaries not
only of Vukovar, but of Croatia.

W A L K I N G

T H E

S T R E E T S

O F

M Y

T O W N

The streets of a town are the guardians of
history. They keep many secrets. Numerous
footsteps have left their marks on them,
striding the paths of their youth.

2.

Streets are trustworthy witnesses of past
times for they have survived and outlived
many centuries, occurrences and wars, but
they have also seen a lot of love stories and
listened to gentle whispers.

1. Town Center
1.

2. The Bachelor's Cross

The names of the streets are interesting,
having transformed with passing periods and
different rulers.

1.

Even today some streets still have names
from the Turkish period or some other
historic periods, like Donja mala (or mahala,
a loanword from Turkish meaning street,
donja meaning lower, i.e. lower street), today
the Stjepan Radić street, further Drvena
pijaca (meaning Wooden piazza, bazaar
because wooden items used to be sold here),
Lokvanjski sokak (meaning Water lily alley),
Kozerski sokak, Šapudl (probably from
German Schau, Pudl!) Zelena ulica (meaning
Green street) and others.

2.

Did you know that there is a street in
Vukovar with the name Tri ruže, the Three
roses?
Its name, however, does not originate from
the flowers with the sweet, intoxicating scent,
but from three girls of stunning beauty.

1. Baroque Arches
2. The Eltz Palace
3. Detail of the Grand Hotel

As the story goes, an innkeeper by the name
of Puches lived in Vukovar. He had three
daughters: Katica, Štefana and Marija.

They were as beautiful as three roses, people
used to say, so their beauty remains lastingly
recorded in the name of one street in Vukovar
in Upper town, but also in the lyrics of the
song Drei Rosen.
Streets, like people, are the soul of a town.
They imprint their seal on the town, a seal
resulting from the encounter of nature and
human imagination. While walking the
streets of the town, try to get a feel for their
longevity, their duration, the effort taken with
the aim to give the town its distinguished
look with its notable baroque historic core.

U
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Those houses used to be craftsmen's
workshops and stores that eloquently spoke
of the economic power of Vukovar's more
affluent bourgeoisie.
At the same time as Old Vukovar was being
constructed in the 18th century in the
discernable baroque style, the space of New
Vukovar was developing, but with a visible
distinction in style. Most edifices in that part
of the town on the left bank of the river Vuka
are marked by a pure and restrained late
baroque classicism.
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3.

The centre of Old Vukovar can be recognized
by the houses with baroque arches and
pillars built in the typical fashion of the
provincial baroque favored under the rule of
Maria Theresa.

A thus rounded up baroque complex remains
a dominant stylistic layer of the historic
Vukovar with numerous architectonic
monuments of an extraordinary sculptural
and aesthetic value.

Several edifices have their firm place in this
traditional image: the Eltz Palace, the Syrmia
Palace (seat of the county), the Grand Hotel
(later House of Workmen), the building of the
magistrate, the building of the stage coach post
office, the house of birth of Lavoslav Ružička,
as well as the Franciscan monastery and the
church of Saint Philip and Saint Jacob.
Did you know that the church of St. Philip
and St. Jacob is the third longest in Croatia?
It is 58m long and only the cathedrals in
Đakovo and Zagreb are longer.

C U L T U R A L

A N D

Vukovar and its surroundings are an almost
inexhaustible reservoir of cultural heritage,
from the intricate Vukovar Municipal
Museum in the palace of the counts Eltz
over the archeological site Vučedol and
the Vučedol Culture Museum up to the
historic baroque core and the ecclesiastical
architecture. Vukovar has always been a part
of the European cultural background as the
following exemplars of the cultural heritage
prove: St. Nicholas church, the Bachelors’
cross, the mausoleum of the Paunović family,
the tomb-chapel of the Eltz family, St. Roch
chapel by the Eltz Palace, the baroque chapel
of John of Nepomuk, the chapel of the Lady
of Oak and the picturesque little church of
St. Petka in Adica built on the spring of the
“good water”.

H I S T O R I C A L

H E R I T A G E

T H E F R A N C I S C A N M O N A S T E R Y
A N D T H E C H U R C H O F
S A I N T P H I L I P A N D S A I N T J A C O B
The Franciscan Monastery and the parish
church of Saint Philip and Saint Jacob have
secured their seat on a hill above the Danube,
like a strong fortress.

The privileged location is distant enough
from the city noise and still in the heart of the
town, on the top of Šlezija (which was the old
name for the Ljudevit Gaj street) and at the
entry to Šamac as the oldest part of the town.

They were the irreplaceable carriers of the
spiritual restoration of the common people
through all times, and especially following the
return to Vukovar after the Homeland War.

The foundation stone of the church dedicated
to the Saints Philip and Jacob was set in 1723,
but the church was under construction for ten
years. It was consecrated in 1733, however,
the construction continued for ten more years.
The monastery was finished in 1736.
The monastery and the church are both
typical examples of the baroque favored under
the rule of Maria Theresa, the style that left
its distinguishing mark on many settlements
and the landscape in continental Croatia.
The final form was impressed on the
monastery and the church by the Viennese
architect Richard Jordan in the course of the
great historicist renovation and expansion
of the church (1896 – 1897). Due to this
process the church got its appearance of a
great three nave church and with its length
of 58m became the third longest church in
Croatia, right after the cathedrals in Zagreb
and Đakovo.

2.

The academic tradition in Vukovar began
in the monastery. This is precisely the place
where the Franciscan friars held their first
studies in philosophy and theology.

The Franciscans have always played an
important role in the spiritual life of the
citizens of Vukovar, but also in many other
segments of life. They were the proponents
of the Enlightenment and creators of
culture, education and the constitution of
Christian civilization from the Middle Ages
to contemporary times.

Did you know that the first theatrical
performance in the Croatian language, a play
by the Franciscan friar Grga Čevapović, was
held at the monastery in 1819?

1.

1. 2. Interior of the Church of Saint Philip
and Saint Jacob

V U Č E D O L

C U L T U R E

M U S E U M

The Vučedol Culture Museum was opened
only recently, mid-year in 2015, and has
already become a great attraction as a place
where you can find our longtime history and
duration presented in an interesting way.

1.

The Vučedol Culture Museum is a first-rate
archeological, museological and architectonic project. Its newly opened exhibition
presents the cultural phenomenon of one
civilization through its everyday life, but
also through its spiritual, intellectual and
technological achievements, which were
revolutionary at that time.
1. Vučedol Culture Museum
2. Pot Orion
3. Details of the Vukovar Municipality
Museum

K

The most famous is the Vučedol dove (which
is actually a partridge) whose multiple
messages, purposes and meanings transcend
the border of Vukovar and even Croatia.

2.

Here you can see the first Indo-European
calendar, the Orion, that was based on the
observation of the sky at wintertime. You will
also find out that the people of the Vučedol
culture were the first in the world to produce
bronze and that they produced the first saw
in Europe. You will learn that they had an
opulent gastronomy, manufactured beer, and
are known as competent ceramists. They left
behind beautiful ceramic vessels decorated
with inlay.

Discover and experience the mystic world of
Vučedol!
Do you know the name of the site where the
Vučedol dove was found?

The Vučedol dove was found at the
archeological site called Gradac, which
Professor Durman considers the Paris of the
Neolithic.

K
T H E E L T Z P A L A C E –
M U N I C I P A L M U S E U M

V U K O V A R

Vukovar Municipal Museum was founded
in 1946. The museum first opened in the
building of the old stage coach post office
built in 1819 and situated in the baroque
core, and it moved to the Eltz Palace in 1966.

Were you aware that the Vukovar Municipal
Museum won the Siletto award in 2016?

V

3.

By the year 1991 the museum was in
possession of over 50 thousand exhibits
arranged in four separate departments.

After a lengthy reconstruction the Palace
shines again in its full splendor. In 2014
the work on the permanent exhibition was
finished and we can proudly say that today
we have a modern, interactive, globallyacclaimed museum that offers a contemporary
interpretation of history. Here you can witness
the deep connection of the people of Vukovar
with their history and, at least for a moment,
feel the spirit of past times.
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The museum is thematically divided into
several units across 3500 square meters.
Within a tour the visitors can get acquainted
with the archeological past of the Vukovar
region, the historical development of
the town, the ethnographic heritage and
traditional culture, and they can watch a
multimedia presentation of the Homeland
War and its chronology or gain new insights
on the topic Vukovar Today – Life in a
Multiethnic Community.

R

4.

This is an award from the EMYA program
(European Museum of the Year Award)
awarded to a museum that pays special
attention to including the local community
in its work, which is what the Vukovar
Municipal Museum has selflessly been doing
for all these years, thus establishing itself as
a laureate among European museums.

T H E F L A V O R S
O F V U K O V A R

A N D

S C E N T S

The cuisine of the farthest eastern county and
thus Vukovar as its seat, is a reflection of the
climate and the people who have lived here
for ages, but it also reflects the influences
of other nations who have moved here, their
cultures, customs and habits.

2.

1.

1. 2. The quality wines of Syrmia Vineyards

Since the town lies in the East of Croatia
embraced by Slavonia and Syrmia,
the cuisine of this region has certain
particularities and characteristics that stem
from both areas and are again specific only
to Vukovar. The cuisine is as abundant and
opulent as the inhabitants of Vukovar are
generous and big-hearted, regardless of the
complexity or simplicity of the meal.It has
a peculiar power to create a bond with this
region forever.

1.

1. – 5. Gastronomic Offer

The cuisine of the Vukovar region is a true
symphony of flavors that subtly intertwine,
infuse and complement each other. The
climate and the landscape inspire the cuisine.

2.

The harmony of the rivers with the
surrounding flora offer an abundance of
choices: from meat to fish, from kulen,
kulenovaseka, švargl (which are all kinds of
sausages, meat specialities) and greaves,
bacon and ham, over čobanac and wine
goulash to various game specialities, while
all of it is seasoned with fragrant wines from
the vineyards of Syrmia. Imaginativeness
and love are, however, the most important
spices, so maybe the secret is in the attitude
of the people of this region to always act
from the heart.

Hence from a few ingredients, you might
consider insignificant, true little miracles on
a plate are created, for example: šufnudle,
tašci, šmarne (which are made of pastry and
are mostly sweet) and noodles garnished
with ground walnuts or poppy seeds,
granatirmarš (noodles with mashed potatoes
and onion), homemade pasta with cabbage
andplum dumplings. These simple delicacies
will make a very special experience for your
palate.

3.

O
The renowned writer from Vukovar, Pavao
Pavličić, said the preparation of a good
fišpaprikaš takes a copper pot, white wine
and good company. All of this is to be found
in Vukovar in abundance, and once you have
experienced this, you will be returning many
times.

V
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Visiting Vukovar, the town on two
rivers, without tasting the fish, is nearly
unthinkable. There is a variety of species
and methods of preparation: from pikeperch,
the king of freshwater fish, over catfish, pike
and sturgeon to carp, all prepared in various
ways like grilled on an open fire, served with
cream, seasoned with wine or finally cooked
in the famous fišpaprikaš (a special sort of
fish stew).
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Enjoy the good company, like did the people
from Vučedol ages ago, nibbling crumbly
buns with greaves and drinking homemade
beer from Vukovar. Try the local doughnuts
and our small pita bread or homemade
buhtle, which are sweet rolls made of yeast
dough filled with homemade apricot jam
and garnished with sour cream and ground
walnuts. Do not forget to try our fragrant
ginger bread cookies, vanilla cornets or
salenjaci (a type of puff pastry prepared with
pork fat).

5.

Replenish your soul with the scents and
flavors of Vukovar! The true gastronomic
hedonism is hiding right here, where the
Danube smells like nowhere else in the
world.
There is an old saying: “Tko se napije Vuke i
najede štuke, Taj se vara da će iz Vukovara.”
meaning that once you have drank from the
water of Vuka and eaten our fish, you will
not be able to leave Vukovar, you will always
be coming back.

T H E

N O C T U R N E

O F

V U K O V A R

The nocturne of Vukovar is a mosaic of
memories, weaved of threads, which together
make a whole, make the touching, shattering,
unforgettable true story about Vukovar.

2.

1. The Monument on Ovčara by Slavomir
Drinković (a wounded dove, headless – the
symbol of mass graves in Croatia)
1.

2. Velepromet - hangars

You will also be left speechless for a while,
stunned by the magnitude of feelings, until
your impressions settle.

The nocturne of Vukovar is about love,
sorrow and pride, and about the endeavor
not to forget the past, but also never to
repeat it.

1.

You can start the tour of the sites that make
the nocturne of Vukovar with a visit to
the hospital, where the memorial site The
Vukovar Hospital 1991 is located. From
there you can go on to Ovčara, the Memorial
Cemetery, the Memorial Center, the Cross at
the mouth of the Vuka and up to the Trpinja
road.

2.

It is difficult to say which site will leave
the deepest impression or touch you most,
because only after you have seen them all,
will you become aware of the reality of the
year 1991.
1. Memorial cemetery of the Homeland War
Victims (mass grave) – crosses
2. The Watertower at Night
3. Memorial cemetery of the Homeland War
Victims
4. The Cross at the Mouth of the Vuka by the
Author Šime Vidulin

At the hospital you will become aware that
you are witnessing an account of a real
experience. The long corridor with the names
of those who were taken away, as it later
turned out to Ovčara, is only an overture
to the presentation at the memorial site
at Ovčara, for there, beside the names of
the victims, you will see their photographs.

3.

Suddenly they will get another dimension
and you will see them as they were, in all
their simplicity and humbleness. Then it
strikes you, that at that very spot, in what
was then a hangar, they spent the last hours
of their lives. Here is where they left their
unfulfilled dreams.
261 of them. This is the spot from where they
left for the stars.

V
A monument by the authoress Đurđa Ostoja,
the so-called “aerial cross”, which is a void
in the form of a cross with the eternal flame
burning within, marks this site.

V

On the road from Ovčara to Vukovar, or
from Vukovar to Ilok, the Memorial Cemetery
of the Homeland War, which is the biggest
mass grave in Europe after WW II, is located.
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As a crown, yet a crown of thorns, to all these
harrowing events, a memorial institution
opened in the barracks of Vukovar. It displays
the battle for Vukovar, the one hundred days
of siege and the concentration camps.
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They say a picture is worth a thousand
words, and while standing here, in front of
the 938 white crosses, you just wish to take
this image in and never forget it. Here we
become helpless, words are unnecessary,
and the least we can do is bow to them and
thank them. The youngest victim was only six
months old.

4.

In the center of Vukovar, where the Vuka
flows into the Danube, a monument was
built for all those who gave their lives for
the free and independent Croatian state. Its
author, the sculptor Šime Vidulin, made it in
the form of a cross. On the spot that used to
offer only a view of the wide, mighty river, a
white cross is now standing as a symbol, a
reminder, but also as a warning. The words
“He who dies honestly, lives forever” are
carved in stone in the oldest Croatian script,
the Glagolitic script. And they do live within
us, and we live with them every day.

A N

A C T I V E

V A C A T I O N
For the last few years tourists visit Vukovar
during the whole year because of the nature
and to spend an active vacation.
Vukovar and its surroundings are perfect for
that purpose.

2.

1 Wood and park Adica – the old riverbed of
the Vuka
1.

2. Adica – art colony

The Danube is the link between Vukovar
and the world. Thanks to its location on the
second longest river in Europe, Vukovar is
a part of the international EuroVelo 6 cycle
route that stretches from the source of the
Danube to its delta, and covers 138 km in
Croatia.

1.

Characteristic of the route are several passes
that make a true challenge because of the
difference in altitude.

2.

Set off on this adventurous journey: Get to
know the beauty of Slavonia, Baranja and
Syrmia, the landscape, the people and their
customs, while cycling along the Danube.
Explore the promenades along the Danube
and the Vuka, take a ride to Adica, our little
forest in the center of Vukovar and exercise
on the trim trail while enjoying the briskness
of the forest and the beauty of the peace and
quiet.

1. – 5. Enjoying the nature

3.

If you happen to be a passionate angler
there’s no place like Vukovar, the Danube
and the Vuka! So take your fishing rod, cast
a line and hope for a big catch.

A

A
For those who prefer riding on horseback
to walking, we have a solution for that, too.
Above Vučedol there is a riding club called
Dunavski raj (The Danube Paradise).

You are welcome to come and pick your
favorite horse, take a ride through the
verdure and enjoy the experience. You can
also visit the riding club Potkova (Horseshoe)
and enjoy a cab ride or riding in nature.

A
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If you are fond of rowing, no reason to worry
– the Danube is here, so are the boats and
kayaks. Everyone will find something for
themselves.
If you should be in Vukovar in summertime,
you will witness the advantages of life on a
river. Come to the stream island of Vukovar
and enjoy the singular experience and the
refreshing touch of the waves of the Danube.

R

5.

Inhale the scent of the Danube, feel the
wind in your hair, enjoy the beauty of the
experience.

A

D I V E R S E

O F F E R
Vukovar can really be proud of the rich and
diverse tourist offer that is getting better
every day. If you are looking for a unique
experience, we recommend a ride on the
waterbus Bajadera.

2.

You will be passing the inlets of the Danube,
watching the sand islets and the panorama
of the town on the other side, which will
leave you breathless and make you want to
come again.

1. Vučedol Culture Museum
1.

2. Tourist boat Bajadera

Enchanting beyond words

V U K O V A R

I S

E X P E C T I N G

Worth a Visit.
PleasUre to be here,
by the rivers Danube and VuKa
where you relax, enjOy...
ReVisit!
When somebody Asks
Say VukovaR is expecting you.

Y O U !

R

R
Yet all of this would appear somehow
unfinished without a good bite and a glass
of fine wine. Fertile vineyards stretch on
the area above Vučedol and toward the
Danube ever since the third century when
the Romans planted the first vine. This is
where the local company VUPIK has their
vineyards, but smaller family vineyards are
located here as well and they are cultivated
with a lot of love.

A walk through the clouds is a metaphor,
a walk through the Danube is reality. Add
sending a message in a bottle to that and
you'll think you wandered off into a movie!
But it is as real as can be! And your message
is on its way, with your hope that it will land
in the right hands.

A tourist train is at your disposal as well our Blue Arrow will take you to Adica, the
Borovo settlement or to Vučedol. Do not miss
the opportunity for sightseeing from this
perspective!
Over the last few years the river cruise
tourism is becoming increasingly significant
on the tourist map of Slavonija and Syrmia,
with a rising tendency. The dock in Vukovar
is open from April to November awaiting
guests who decided to come by water,
because of the challenge and the thrill of
such a journey as a new mode of getting to
know people and places.
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In October we have the festival of chamber
music while December is the time for Advent
and the Christmas fair.

R

The most common white sorts are Graševina,
Chardonnay and Sauvignon, and among the
red sorts Frankovka, Zweigelt and Cabernet
Sauvignon are bred most widely.

People visit Vukovar because of its strength,
courage and love, and they always come back
because of a never-ending deep feeling for
the town.

If you are wondering when is the best time
to visit Vukovar, the following information
might help you choose: In April we have a
flower festival, in May the Saint Bono festival
and the Actor's festival, in June we celebrate
the international Danube Day, in August
there is the Vukovar film festival and in
September the ethno fair.

While expecting the unexpected,
you expect a welcome
and you get the heart on a palm

T O U R I S T
I N F O R M A T I O N
City of Vukovar Tourist Board
J. J. Strossmayera 15
32000 Vukovar
tel: 032 442 889;
info@turizamvukovar.hr
web: www.turizamvukovar.hr

T R AV E L
A G E N C I E S
Danubium Tours
tel: 032 445 455
fax: 032 445 457
mob: 098 344 741; 098 9059 106
info@danubiumtours.hr
web: www.danubiumtours.hr
Compakt
Zrmanjska 38
tel: 032 445 561
mob: 098 9579 876
info@agencija-compakt.hr
web: www.agencija-compakt.hr
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Vuka
Olajnica 1c
tel/fax: 032 442 474
pavuka@vu.t-com.hr
Turizam
Varaždinska 5a
tel: 032 410 104
mob: 098 346 498
igor.vlasicvu@gmail.com

T O U R I S T
G U I D E S
Tourist Guide Association
mob: 091 254 3435; 098 981 5113
utvgvukovar@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian
Ana Grgić
mob: 099 508 4542
agrgic84@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, English

Dara Mayer
(Licensed guide of the Vučedol
Culture Museum)
mob: 098 866 180; 091 441 8360
dara.mayer@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, German

Siniša Đurić
(Licensed guide of the Vučedol
Culture Museum)
mob: 098 9648 160
sinisa.djuricvu@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, English

Dubravko Žuvić
mob: 091 254 3435
dubravkozuvic@yahoo.com
Languages: Croatian, English

Stjepan Mađarac
mob: 098 981 5113
s.madarac@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian

Igor Vlašić
tel: 032 410 104
mob: 098 346 498
igor.vlasicvu@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, German

Vjeran Nadovski
mob: 098 952 4866
vjeran.nadovski@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian

Ivica Šandrk
mob: 098 348 688
ivica.sandrk@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian
Ivor Mayer
mob: 098 187 6027
ivor.mayer@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, English,
German
Jelena Zera
(Licensed guide of the Vučedol
Culture Museum)
mob: 091 19 09 098
jelena.zera@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, English,
Italian
Katarina Anđelković
mob: 098 138 8432
katarina.andelkovic@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, English
Petra Mijatović
mob: 098 959 4749
petramijatovic1@gmail.com
Languages: Croatian, English
Sandra Gašparić
(Licensed guide of the Vučedol
Culture Museum)
mob: 098 562 861
sandra@recipeci.com
Languages: Croatian

Zrinka Šesto
(Licensed guide of the Vučedol
Culture Museum)
mob: 098 344 741
zrinka@danubiumtours.hr
Languages: Croatian, English

S O U V E N I R
S H O P S
Kreativna udruga
Danubius Vukovar
Bana Josipa Jelačića 7 (kod
Vodotornja)
mob: 092 285 7790
ivan.mrkonja@gmail.com
Galerija Navis
J. J. Strossmayera 5
tel: 032 442 632
fax: 032 412 921
info@navisvukovar.hr
web: www.navisvukovar.hr
Poklon galerija Fantazija
J. J. Strossmayera 15
tel: 032 450 766
mob: 091 9199 719
nikolajev23@gmail.com

P U B L I C
T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
Vukovar
Bus Station
Olajnica bb
tel: 060 33 77 99
Vukovar
Railway Station
Priljevo 2
tel: 032 450 163
Borovo naselje
Railway Station
tel: 032 432 005

Motor Yacht Club Sveti Bono
(boat ride)
mob: 098 473 547
m.k.sveti.bono@gmail.com
Dunav Vu
(boat ride)
mob: 091 512 0808
raczvonko48@gmail.com
Towing service
E. Kvaternika 16
tel: 032 296 605
mob: 095 321 0000
bad_dog@net.hr

Port of Vukovar
Dunavski prilaz bb
tel: 032 441 731; fax: 032 441 733
luka.vukovar@vu.t-com.hr
web: http://www.luka-vukovar.hr
Port Authority Vukovar
Parobrodarska 5
tel: 032 450 255
office@port-authority-vukovar.hr
web: www.port-authorityvukovar.hr

G E N E R A L
I N F O R M A T I O N
A N D C O N T A C T S
City of Vukovar
F. Tuđmana 1
tel: 032 456 501
web: www.vukovar.hr
Vukovar City library
Trg Republike Hrvatske 1
tel: 032 450 357
odrasli.gkvu@gmail.com
web: www.gkvu.hr
Taxi Cammeo
tel: 032 330 040
centrala.osijek@gmail.com
web: http://taxi-cammeo.hr

C U L T U R A L A N D
H I S T O R I C A L
H E R I T A G E
MUSEUMS
Vukovar Municipal Museum
(smješten u dvorcu Eltz)
Županijska 2; 32000 Vukovar
tel.: 032 441 270; fax: 032 441 274
gmv@muzej-vukovar.hr
web: www.muzej-vukovar.hr
Vučedol Culture Museum
Vučedol 252; 32000 Vukovar
tel.: 032 373 930; fax: 032 373 937
info@vucedol.hr
web: www.vucedol.hr
Social networks:
Facebook: Muzej vučedolske
kulture/Vučedol culture museum
Instagram: Vucedol_culture_
museum

Living history tourist guides
Danubium Tours, travel agency
Olajnica 13; 32000 Vukovar
tel.: 032 445 455; fax: 032 445 457
info@danubiumtours.hr
web: www.danubiumtours.hr

T
O
–
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V

H E N O C T U R N E
F V U K O VA R
M E M O R I A L
E N T E R
U K O VA R

Place of Remembrance –
Vukovar Hospital
Županijska 72
32000 Vukovar
mob: 091 452 1222
mjesto-sjecanja@ob-vukovar.hr
Memorial Site Ovčara
Ovčara bb; 32000 Vukovar
tel: 032 512 345
Working hours:
every day 10h – 17h
Tickets: 5 kn apiece
Memorial Cemetery of the
Homeland War Victims
Bana Josipa Jelačića 147
32000 Vukovar
tel: 032/412-980
Free entrance
Memorial Center of
the Homeland War
Ive Tijardovića bb
32000 Vukovar
tel: 032 638 555
info@mcdrvu.hr
Working hours: Monday –
Friday: 08h – 16h, Saturdays and
Sundays on appointment
Free entrance
The Memorial Hall
for Croatian Defenders
Trpinjska cesta 80
32000 Vukovar
mob: 099 4417 467
info@mcdrvu.hr
Working hours:
Tuesday – Sunday: 10h – 17h,
the center is closed on Mondays
Free entrance

E X C U R S I O N
S I T E S
Forest Park Adica
Adica bb
32000 Vukovar
Biologically Adica is made of a
centennial wood that borders
on a wetland area from the river
Vuka. The central part is arranged
as a place for excursions with a
children's playground and a trim
trail. The Eco-ethno center Adica,
which offers accommodation and
catering, is also located here.
Gondola
Hrvatske nezavisnosti 19
32232 Vukovar (prigradsko naselje
Sotin)
mob: 098 574 871
marinastrobivu1@gmail.com
In a beautiful ambient of peace
and quiet you can enjoy the
countless little details that
together make the story of the
big-hearted Syrmian soul and
man's primordial love toward this
region.
OPG Dunavski raj
Hrvatske nezavisnosti 27
(Vučedol); 32000 Vukovar
mob: 099 674 7322
info@dunavski-raj.com
Situated not far from the
archeological site Vučedol on the
high banks of the Danube, the
Danube Paradise is the perfect
space for an active anti-stress
vacation.

H O R S E R I D I N G
A N D R I D I N G I N
A C A B
OPG Dunavski raj
Hrvatske nezavisnosti 27
(Vučedol); 32000 Vukovar
mob: 099 674 7322
info@dunavski-raj.com
KU POTKOVA
Težački put 27
32000 Vukovar
mob: 099 695 3405
damir.zetovic@gmail.com

D A N U B E
P A N O R A M A

T O U R

Vukovar WaterBus
Danubium Tours
tel: 032 445 455
mob: 098 344 741;
098 9059 106
info@danubiumtours.hr

I

N

F

O
R E N T - A - B I K E
Danubium Tours
tel: 032 445 455
mob: 098 344 741; 098 9059 106
info@danubiumtours.hr
City of Vukovar Tourist Board
J.J. Strossmayera 15
32000 Vukovar
tel: 032 442 889
info@turizamvukovar.hr
web: www.turizam vukovar.hr
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Mobile application for Android and iPhone The City in your hand

The best of Vukovar on your smartphone
For more info about the city, download the official and FREE Vukovar – the city in your hand app for
the iPhone and Android mobile phones and discover the best things to do and see in Vukovar.

CITY OF VUKOVAR
TOURIST BOARD
J. J. Strossmayera 15, VUKOVAR
tel.: +385 (0)32 442 889
e-mail: info@turizamvukovar.hr
www.turizamvukovar.hr

Visit Vukovar

